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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

With so many luxury apartments sitting vacant, a new report from Knight Frank shows that there is a continual
increase in the supply of housing in England.

Knight Frank's "Housebuilding Report 2017" found that the net housing supply in England has risen to 200,000.
However, a survey questioning developers shows that the housing supply will likely increase by more than 50
percent due to builds planned within the next year.

"Overall supply of housing is climbing, but there are challenges that could weigh on delivery in the future including
labor, construction costs and planning policy," said Grainne Gilmore, head of UK residential research at Knight
Frank, London.

Building up housing
There are a multitude of luxury housing locations left unoccupied, which could be in relation to the abundant
housing of the real estate market in England as a whole.

However, developers are continuing to build.
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Knight Frank's graph in regards to net housing supply in England

According to Knight Frank's survey, the biggest difficulties in developing new housing are costs of labor, availability,
build costs and planning systems.

Knight Frank believes that the planning system needs to be simplified to make it easier on developers and builders.
Builders are claiming that in the future it will be difficult to keep up with a supply of 200,000, similar to what has been
seen this year.

The resale market in England is lower than long-term housing due to the increase in costs of transactions.

England's increase in housing available is gratefully welcome, since the past 20 years have seen fewer and fewer
properties being listed for sale. This caused a fall in liquidity and putting a strain on the market to deliver housing
that is greatly needed.

Knight Frank's graph for the future

Respondents of Knight Frank's survey that believe start volumes will rise over the next year make up 58 percent.
Thirty-two percent believe it will stay the same, and 11 percent believe it will fall.

Additional insight
International home buying in the United States has had an effect on the top end of the country's residential market,
but it is  expected to stay the same or decrease in the next year, according to a recent study from Zillow.

Zillow's 2017 Q2 Home Price Expectations Survey, which was conducted by Pulsenomics, spoke to many experts on
the U.S. housing market about the effect of buyers from outside the country on homes in the US. While international
buyers are often held up as the cause of rising home prices, Zillow found that this is only really true for the most
expensive homes and that more modestly priced homes have their prices affected by other factors (see more).

After a period of strong growth, development land prices in London have returned to 2014 levels, according to a
separate report by Knight Frank.

Prime Central London, urban Brownfield and English Greenfield land have all seen prices decrease in the second-
quarter of 2016. The impact of stamp duty is making itself clearly visible, as higher-priced areas are seeing skeptical
buyers refuse to meet high demands and drive prices down (see more).

"Most surprising is probably the difference in results in several areas for large house builders and small to medium-
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sized builders highlighting that they have different priorities and concerns, and policy will need to reflect this if
more SMEs are going to be encouraged to get involved in sector and help boost new housing," Knight Frank's Ms.
Gilmore said.
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